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LIQUEFACTION-SUSCEPTIRILITY AITALYSIS FOR FOTJNDATION SOILS,
KNIK RIVER. BRIDGE, GLENN HIGHWAY, ALASKA
BY
1
Randall G. Updike
ARSTRACT
The Knjk River bridge, part of the new Glenn Highway 25 mi (40 km) north
of Anchorage, is a critical transportation link to Palmer, Wasilla, and
southern interior Alaska (fig. 1). Sedjments on which the bridge is founded
apparently fafled during the 1964 Prince William Sound Earthquake. Four
methods of l i - q u e f a c t i o n - s u s c e p t i b i l i t ~analyses were used to study the site:
1) historic observations, 2 ) examination of borehole and cone-penetrationtest logs, 3) standard-penetration-test evaluation, and 4) state-of-the-art
quantitative assessment. Results of these analyses indicate the soils that
support the b r i d ~ epiles will probablv liquefy---in a lateral-spreading-tvpe
failure---during earthquakes with peak ground accelerations (g) of 0.3 g or
greater. If this type of failure occurs, the contj-nued integrity of the
bridge is doubtful.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous highway and railroad bridges in Alaska were rendered unusable
or were damaged by the 1964 Prince William Sound Earthquake. Liquefaction,
although poorlv understood at the time, was responsible for several bridge
failures (McCulloch and Bonilla, 1970; Youd, 1978). Subsequent to 1964,
addjtional research on the behavior of cohesjonless soils during earthquake
shaking significantlv clarified our understanding of the liquefaction
process, and substantial progress has been made in defjning necessary
boundary condjtions (for instance, Seed, 1968, 1979; Seed and others, 1983;
Casagrande, 1976; Bennett and others, 1981). The evaluation of liauefaction
is now incorporated in seismj-c-safety-design crjteria for construction
projects throughout the world.
At the time of the 1964 earthquake, the new Glenn Highway across the
Knik and Matanuska River flood plains was in the design and construction
phases. The old Glenn Highwav crossed the Knik River on a pier and steel
truss bridge about 7.5 mi ( 1 2 km) upstream from the new Glenn Highway bridge.
This was the only bridge on the old Glenn Highway to sustain severe damage
during the earthquake; the cracking, canting, and displacement of concrete
piers toward the center of the river indi-cate lateral spreading of foundation
soils. Other nearbv highwav bridges built on bedrock (for instance, Peters
Creek and Eklutna River) sustained slight to no damage (Kachadoorian, 1968).
The Alaska Railroad bridge, constructed of steel gfrders on wood and steel
piles, was subjected to compressional damage throughout its length, and
individual piers were displaced up to 9 in. (23 cm). This bridge is
approximately 1,700 ft (515 m) upstream from the new Glenn Highway bridge.
Extensjve ground fissures were mapped along the channel and on adjacent
island uplands between the tvn bridge locations (McCulloch and Ronilla,
'DGGS,
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Figure 1. Location map of study area, uDper Knik Arm area, south-central
Alaska.

1970). The evidence hdicates that the subsidence and horizontal displacements that occurred in sediments throughout the Knik River flood plain during
the earthquake affected the integrity of the bridges.
The new Glenn Highway Knik River bridge (fig. 2) is a critical link in
the highway corridor leading north to the interior of the State. Within the
design life of the structure, major seismic events related to the underlying
subduction zone or the nearby Border Ranges fault system, which shows

Figure 2. Oblique aerial view (looking south) of the Knik River bridge, new
Glenn Highway, Alaska. The Alaska Rajlroad bridge is visible at upper
1-eft (1983)

.

evidence of activity in Polocene time (fig. 3), are anticipated. The bridge
is a masonry and girder superstructure on piers over steel piles. The piles
are driven into saturated, fine- to medium-grained, cohesionless soils.
These factors promote substantial concern for the seismic safety of the
bridge during its period of use and, in particular, warrant an evaluation of
liquefaction susceptibili-tvat the site.
LOCATION AND GEOLOGIC SETTING
The new Glenn Highway Knik River bridge is located near the mouth of the
Knik River, approximately 25 mi ( 4 0 km) north of Anchorage, in the NE%
sec. 15, T. 16 N., R. 1 E., of the Seward Meridian, Anchorage R-7NE
Quadrangle (fig. 4).

Figure 3. Aerial view (looking south) of an active segment o f the Border
Ranges fault system (the Twin Peaks fault) that extends from left to
right in the center of the photograph (Updfke and IJlery, 1983). This
locality is within 3.5 mi ( 6 km) of the Knik River brid~e(1982).
The bridge is located on that part of the Ynik River flood plain that i.s
transitional to the estuarine environment of upper Knfk Arm !upper Cook
Inlet), and the river channel and adjacent lowlands are influenced diurnally
by tides that encroach from Knik Arm. These tidal waters---and the river
itself---transport large suspended and tractive loads of silt and sand.
Within the active flood-plain regime, deposition and rapid scour seem to
alternately dominate, but no firm data exist to confirm the lonn-term net
affect of these processes. Post-1964 survev data indicate that this region
of upper Cook Inlet subsided about 2 ft (0.7 km) as a result of the earthquake (Foster and Karlstrom, 1967), and that substantial subsequent uplift
has occurred (Brown and others, 1977). The result of these sedimentary-basin
fluctuations has caused relatively rapid fine-grained sediment aggradation
during latest Holocene time. Most sediment exposed at or near the surface
near the hridge is predominantly gray si1.t and sand. Highway borrow pits
downstream and northwest of the bridge were sources of sand and gravel used
for highway-construction fill. The coarser aggregate in the subsurface
indicates that the Knik River formerly maintained a higher energy regime or
lower base level. Sand and gravel that are presently exposed on the flood
plain less than 3 mi (4.8 km) to the east are gradual-lvburied by the siltv
sands downstream, where estuarine conditions prevail.

Figure 4. Regional view of the Knik R-i.verbridge (right center) and the Knik
River flood plain. The Alaska Railroad bridge is directly upstream from
the highway bridge, and Pioneer Peak is in the center background. The
old Glenn Highway Knik Rjver bridge is out of view bevond the left
corner of Pioneer Peak. Most of the flood plain in this view was
extensivelv fissured during the 1964 earthquake (1983).
The southeast approach to the bridge skirts a prominent butte of
Mesozoic Peninsular terrane composed of metasedimentarv and metavolcanic
rocks. The western side of the butte was apparently deeply eroded bv water
and ice during previous glaciations, because no bedrock was found in either
boreholes or cone-penetration soundings. During late Pleistocene time, the
butte was scoured by glacial ice, which, combined with subsequent wave
erosion, may account for the abrupt truncation of bedrock.
DATA ACOUISITION
To evaluate the liquefaction susceptib3litv of soils near the bridge,
subsurface data on soil partjcle-size distribution, densitv, penetration
resistance, natural moisture content, and ground-water depth are necessary.
The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT-PF)
provided the Knik River bridge-foundation report (Alaska Department of
Transportation and Publfc Facilities, 1963a) and the materials-site report
(Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, 1963b), which

contain borehole logs and supporting laboratory data for 25 holes.
locations of these boreholes are given in figure 5.

The

Recause moisture loss and sample disturbance may occur during borehole
sampling and laboratory testing of noncohesi~resoils, in-situ
- testing is the
most economjcal method of data acquisition in liquefaction studies. Penetration testing is the approach most universallv used and is based on the
concept that the force or energy required to push or drive a standardj7ed
probe into the soil can be translated into a measure of liquefaction susceptibilitv. Principal penetration methods jncl-ude the standard-penetration
test (SPT) and the cone-penetration tpst (CPT). The SPT has been used for
many years and remains a standard for varfous foundation-design needs of the
geotechnical industry. The test consists of driving a 2.0 in.-diam (50.8 mm)
split-spoon sampler into the soil by droppinp a 140-lb (63 kg) mass from a
height of 30 in. (760 mm).
The penetration resfstance (N) is reported in
number of blows to drive the sampler 1.0 ft (305 mm).
Although some significant variability of recorded values can occur based upon technique and
testing conditions (see Gihbs and Holtz, 1957; M c L ~ a nand others, 1975;
Marcuson and Bieganousky, 1P76), the SPT test remains the most universa1l.y
applied test for liquefaction susceptibility.
Although the CPT method has been used in Europe for several vears, the
method has attained only recent acceptance by the United States geotechnical.
industry. The system used in this study has been used for a variety of major
projects in the contiguous United States (for instance, nuclear-power sites,
dams, pipeline corridors, and missile sites), but has not previously been
used in Alaska.
CONE-PENETRATION TESTING PROGRAM
Equipment and Field Methods
The cone-penetration test (CPT) consists of pushing an instrumented,
cone-tipped probe into the soil and continuouslv recording the soil's resistance to penetration. The tests were conducted in accordance with American Society for Testing and Materials specifications (ASTM-D3441-79) usinp an
electric-cone penetrometer. The test equipment consists of a cone assemblv,
a series of hollow sounding rods, a hydraulic frame to push the cone and rods
into the soil, an analog strip-chart recorder, and a truck to transport the
test equipment and provide the needed 20-ton thrust-reaction capacity
(fig. 6). The cone penetrometer (figs. 7 and 8) consists of a conical tjp
'~ritha 60' apex angle and a cvlindrical friction sleeve above the tip. The
cone assembly used on this proiect has a cross-sectjonal area of 2.32 jn.2
(15 cm2) and a sleeve-surface area of 31 in.' (200 cm2). The device's
interior (fig. 9) is instrumented with strain pauges that allow simultaneous
measurement of cone and sleeve resistance during penetration. Continuo~~s
electric signals from the strain gauges are transmitted by cable in the
soundtng rods to the recorder at ground surface.
Data Reduction and Interpretation
R.eduction of the CPT data involved the digitization of field strip-chart
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Figure 5. Map showing the location of the Knik River bridge and points of
subsurface-data acquisition. Points with 'A' prefix are constructionmaterials-site borings, points with 'K' prefix are foundation-investigation borings, and RR triangles are cone-penetration-test sites.
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Figure 6. Electric-cone-penetration-test laboratory truck with hvdrau1.j~
jacks extended before initiating sounding (1982).
recordings and subsequent computer processing. Processing was done at the
data-processing center of Earth Technology Corporation (Ertec), Long Beach,
California. In addition to field-data reduction, subroutines that evaluated
CPT soil-behavior tvpes, equivalent SPT blow counts, and cone resistance vs
friction ratio for selected depth intervals were performed. Bruce Douglas
(Ertec Research Project Engineer), Brenda Meyer (Ertec Civil Engineer), and I
interpreted the field data (CPT and adjacent borehol-e logs) for input into
computer programs.
Testing Results
Four CPT soundings that were made at the Knik River bridge on Aprfl 9,
1982, ranged in total depth from 59 ft (17.8 m) to 109 ft (33 m). The
resultant soundings (figs. 10-13) include the friction resjstance (sleeve
friction, f , in ton/ft2), cone resistance (end bearing, q , in ton/ft2), and
C
frictlon raeio (Rf = fs/qc).
CPT soil-behavior predictions are tabulated in appendix A. The Ertec
computer program estimates soil types by tracking the cone-end bearing and
average friction ratio at each requested depth based on guidelines of a
classification chart (fig. 14) that evolved from the work of Regemann (19651,

Figure 7. Cone-penetration-test probe in position to initiate sounding. Rod
at right is used to calibrate distance between truck and ground level
during sounding (1982).
The chart was
Schmertmann (1971), San~lerat(1972), and Searle (1979).
calibrated to project equipment by Douglas and Olsen (1981). An example of
the computer tracking for certain intervals in three soundings is shown in
figure 15. Correlation of the computer trackings to the classification chart
is the basis for the predicted soil-behavior types tabulated jn appendix A.
As previously mentioned, the standard-penetration test is the commonlv
in-situ soil conditions. Currently, the resultant
used method for assessing -N values are used as a basis for liquefaction-potential analyses throughout
the United States. Bennett and others (1981) and Douglas and others (1981)
have successfully correlated penetration data derived from CPT and SPT
techniques at a given site. The mathematical derivation of this correlation,
which is beyond the scope of this report, is explained in Douglas and others
(1981). From the relationships derived in that report, a computer program
was designed using the CPT logs of the four sites, and the computer generated
a predicted equivalent SPT profi1.e for each site (figs. 16 and 17). Althoueh
actual SPT values are obtained with a sampler and therefore can only record a
series of vertical data points with intervening data gaps, the CPT-equivalent
technique provides a continuous predicted SPT profile with respect to depth.
All SPT predictions were performed using the following equation:

Figure 8. Cone-penetration-test probe with disassembled conical tip and
friction sleeve (1982).
N = 12.5 ED 1.3
where N is the predicted blow count and ED is the energy expended during soil
penetration of the SPT sampler. Evaluatfon of the constants that relate the
energy-dissipation function (%) to the SPT values in carefully monitored
horings shows a good correlation between predicted and real SPT values using
a low-energy, trip-hammer technique. This correlation of the profiles in
figures 16 and 17 is most applicable to the liquefaction-potentfa1 analyses
of noncohesive soils based upon the trip-hammer, SPT method. The constants
relating N and ED depend on the energy-transfer efficiency of the specific
SPT hammer-anvil-rod-sampler system used. If the SPT data that uses some
other system is correlated with the curves in figures 16 and 17, a conversion
factor may be required. This calibration of measured and predicted SPT
values specific to equipment has been successfully used by Douglas and others
(1981).
LIQUEFACTION-SUSCEPTIBILITY ANALYSES
General Comments
The reader is encouraged to review recent literature on the mechanism of

Figure 10. Cone-penetration-test sounding log for site KR-1.
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Figure 11.. Cone-penetration-test sounding log for site KP.-2.
seismica1l.p-induced liquefaction and current procedures for evaluation of
lfquefaction potential in noncohesive soils (Seed, 1976, 1979; Seed and
others, 1983; Youd and Perklns, 1978; Bennett and others, 1981). Generally,
a
these investigators agree that if a saturated, cohesionless soil (i.deal.1~
we3.1-sorted sand or silty sand, but also some clayev sands and gravelly
sands) is subiected to seismically-i-nduced cyclic-shear stresses, the soil
becomes more compact, with a resultant transfer of stress to the pore water
and diminished stress on the soil particles. If cvclic stresses are sustained, a peak cyclic pore-pressure ratio of 100 percent---liquefaction---can
be attained (Seed, 1.979); if cyclic stress i s continued, strafn that results
in 'cyclic mohility' map occur (Casagrande, 1976). Depending on the densitv
of the sand, confining pressure, and magnitude of stress cycles, the soil. may
he mobiljzed to unlimited deformation or may sustain limited strain before
dilating to a stable condition. The damage to structures built on or in
these liquefied deposits can be severe (Ferritto and Forrest, 1977; Youd and
Hoose, 1978). BrLdges are particularly susceptible to severe damage due to
1-ateral spread of foundation soils because spans are typicallv supported by
piers constructed on poorly consolidated, noncohesive, saturated soi1.s of the
flood plain and adjacent terraces.
The assessment of liquefaction susceptibility of sedjmentary units near
the Knik River bridge is based on: 1) historic observations, 2) qualjtatfve
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Figure 12. Cone-penetration-test sounding log for site RR-3.
assessment of borehole logs, 3 ) semiquantitative assessment of SPT and CPT
data, and 4) quantitative assessment of field and laboratorv data that have
been used as indicators of performance of cohesionless soils in previous
earthquakes.
Historic Observatjons
During the 1964 earthquake, substantial damage was sustained by both the
Alaska Rai-lroad bridge and the old Glenn Highway bridge that crossed the Knik
River. In both cases, a primarv mode of damage was compression caused by
horizontal displacement of the supporting piers toward the center of the
bridges. This displacement subiected the bridges to compressional forces
that buckled the decks, sheared critical stress-point bolts, and canted the
superstructures. In extreme cases, lateral stresses due to pier shifting can
result in separation of the superstructure from the abutments and consequent
collapse of deck spans.
Numerous ground fissures developed in the exposed flood plain of the
Knik River (McCulloch and Ronilla, 1970; fig. 18) and, to a lesser d e ~ r e e ,on
the adiacent uplands. The configuration of the fissures suggests that at
least the surface sedjments underwent liquefaction and lateral spreading;
data on the depth of failure were not avail.able.

SOIL
COLUMN

Figure 13. Cone-penetration-test sounding log for site KR-4.
Assessment of Rorahole Logs

A prel.iminarv, qualitatj-veevaluation of liquefaction susceptibil.ity can
he made on the basis of interpreta.tion of field data acquired from boreholes.
Sherif and Ishjbashi (1978) provide a fl.ow chart for evaluatj-onof the
liquefaction potential of cohesionless soils. Liquefaction is primarilv a
shallow-soil phenomena [less than 50 ft (15 m) deepl. Rorehole data for
DOT-PF Project Material Site 11-001-63, which is located directly northwest
of the Kni.k River bridge (fig. 5), provide 15 logs to depths of 8 to 13 ft
(1.5 to 3.9 m) (Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities,
1.963b). In 14 boreholes, sand and gravelly sand were found beneath a surface
layer of silt 4 to 6 ft (1.3-1.8 m) thick. Generally, these sediments were
saturated 8 to 10 ft (1.5 to 3.0 m) below the ground surface. Youd and
Perkins (1978) identified late Holocene estuarine flood-plain deposits that
are moderately to high1.y susceptib1.e to liquefaction elsewhere in the world.
Thus, based upon depth, texture, moisture content, and peology, the soils
near the bridge are considered 1-iquefiableto a depth of 13 ft ( 4 m).
Although logs in the
Transportation and Public
information to reach this
loose to slightly compact

foundation-study report (Alaska Department of
Facil.ities, 1963a) do not provide sufficient
conclusion, thev often indicate interbedded, gray,
to dense sand and gravel. The trends of SPT and
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Figure 18. Map of distribution of ground fissures in the Knik River flood
plain that resulted from the 1964 earthquake (McCul.loch and Fonilla,
1970).

CPT curves suggest that the loose to slightlv compact soils that correlate
with similar soils at the material site occur to a depth of 20 to 30 ft (6 to
9 m) along most of the bridge centerline. Bv inference, the qualitative
assessment of shal-low liquefaction susceptibil.itp extends to the foundation
and abutment areas of the bridge. These foundation-study logs also i.nd?cat~
stratified gray sands and sflts at depths of 60 ft (17 ml or more; these
sands and silts are below the usual depth of liquefaction. However, according to the pil-ing specifications (for the bridge piers) , the piles were
driven to about 46 ft (14 m), and the abutment piles were driven to 64 to 66
ft (19 to 20 m).
Thus, liquefaction of these sands and silts could be an
important factor for the static bearing strength of the support piles.
On the basis of these qualjtative observations, I conclude that soils in
the vicinity of the bridge are liquefiable within a zone from 4 to 30 it
(1 to 9 m) below ground surface, provided the soil !s below the water table,
which fl-uctuates slgnificantlv.
Standard-penetration-test Evaluation
If the criteria of depth, texture, and saturation are met, a more
accurate assessment of liquefaction susceptibility can be derived from SPT
6ata (N-values).
Recause the SPT is an in-situ
- method of empirically determining liquefaction susceptibility and relative density, several Investjgators have drawn correlations between N-values and liquefaction susceptibility. Nishivama and others (1977') published a simple graph based on
the relationship of depth, N-values, and observed liquefaction ( f L g . 1 9 ) .
Two data. sets for the Knik River bridge were examined: 1) SPT values for
which there is available soil-texture data from the Alaska Department of
Transportation and Public FacilitFes foundation report (1963a), and 2)
SPT-equivalent data, which were computer generated based on the CPT soundings
and checked agaj.nst the soil-behavior predictions in appendix A. When the
resultant N-values vs depth were plotted on the Nishiyama diagram (fig. 19),
there was no convincing evidence for ,-iquefiablesoils. However, a number of
points lfe within a 'guestjonable' intermedi-ate domain, most at depths less
than 35 ft (10.5 m) below ground surface. This diagram suggests that under
saturated conditions, these soils could liquefy if subjected to severe
cyclic-loadjng conditions during maior earthquakes. Because the graph is not
ouantified based on factors such as ground-acceleration values or effective
overburden pressures, the conclusion must remain generalized,
Quantitative Assessment
If sufficient -in-situ characteristics of a sand deposit are known and
assumptions are made on the level of c~rclicearthquake-loading input, empirical correlations can be made with sand deposits that have liquefied during
previous earthquakes. Seed and others (1983) refined this correlation and
developed a methodologv for applving the evaluation at a new site. Data
available for the Knik River brid'ge are adequate for thj-s approach.
Seed grid others (1983) found that a convenient parameter for expressing
the cyclic-liquefaction characteristjcs of a sand under level-ground condijs the average
tions is the cyclic-stress ratio ( 7 I T ) , where r
av v
av

UTANDARD PENETRATION, N

Figtire 19. Plot of standard-penetration test (in blows/ft) vs depth showing
domains of liquefaction susceptibilitv (modified from Nishiyama and
others, 1977). Data points are from the Knik River bridge area, new
Glenn Highway. Circles are actual SPT values, open trjangles are siltv
sands predicted bv CPT, and solid triangles are sand predicted by CPT.
cyclic-shear stress developed on horizontal surfaces at any depth as a result
of an assumed seismic loading, and a is the inltial vertical effective
stress that acts on the sediment at tgat depth. Evaluation of this rati-o
requires data on sediment-layer characteristics and the intensi-ty of cyclic
loading. The relationships necessary to calculate the ratio are given in
equations R-1 to R-4, appendix R.
Knowledge of the natural moisture content, dry densitp, wet densitp,
particle-size di.stribution, sample depth, and soil stratigraphy are necessary
to obtain the total vertical stress ( a ) that acts on the subsurface sand
v
horizon. R.equired calculations of a are available i.n Lambe and Whitman
(1979). Because the sand layers are gelow the water table (saturated), the
a to obtain
pore-water pressure (U) must he computed and subtracted from
The results of these cayculations
the effective overburden pressure ( Fv )
for the Knik River bridge site are given in table 1. The cvclic-stress-ratio
equation ( B - 4 , app. R) was calculated for sand horizons at depths of 60 ft
(17 m) or less, assuming a static ground-water-table depth of 10 ft ( 3 m) and
a maximum earthquake acceleration at the ground surface of 0.3 g.

.

The SPT blow-count informatjon is used as a measure of relative density.
Rased on the work of Marcuson and Riepanousky (1976), a corrected penetration
resistance (N ) was proposed by Seed and others (1983) as B-6 (app. R ) ; the
1
resultant values are given in table 1.
Table 1 . Data calculations for liquefaction-susceptibility analyses.
Depth
Sample (ft)

a

ct8f

&f)

=

total vertical stress

=

stress-reductJon factor

N

=

SPT resrI.st.ance

C

"v
rd

cV/zv

=

effective overburden function

a

=

effective stress

r

=

cyclic-stress ratio

Nl

=

modified SPT resistance

tsf

=

tons/ft2

bpf

=

hlows/ft2

n

v
av

r I
av v

(bof)

C

N

N
(bpi)

On the basis of the above calculations and assumptions, the cvclicstress ratio for 0.3 g peak ground acceleration is plotted against the
modified penetration resistance (fj.g. 10). The boundary line on that graph
(Seed and others, 1983) defines the transition from liquefiable to non1iquefiabl.e soils for Richter magnitude 7.5 earthquakes on the basis of field
observations and data collection from sites where liquefaction has occurred..
Eight samples fall well within the liquefaction domain and show clustering
that probably ref]-ects the consistency of soil characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
Immediately after the 1 9 6 4 earthquake, the Knik River flood plain
exhibited surface evidence of lateral spreading due to liquefaction of late
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Figure 20. Plot of modifjed SPT blow count ( N ) vs cvclic-stress ratio (Seed
l
and others, 19831. Points represent values
calculated for Knik Rjver
bridge samples, assuming a peak surface-ground acceleration of 0.3 g.
I\iote that eight values plot in the liquefiable domain and three values
plot in the nonliquefiable domain.
Holocene fluvial deposits. Bridges sustained substantial damage that was at
least partia!.!y
due to instabi1,itv of the foundation soils. On the basis of
borehole data and the new CPT soundings, calculations were made using
currently accepted methods of l i q u e f a c t i o n - s u s c e p t i b i l i . t y analvses. The
resul-ts of these calculations indicate that during major earthquakes, the
foundation soils of the new Glenn Highwav Knik River bridge are susceptible
to liquefaction. This instability could have a serious affect on the
intenritv of the bridge. Although the design and configuration of the piles
that support.the pi-ers and abutments would probably prevent total loss of the
bridge, the structure could be rendered unusable for several months.

T am not aware of a means to increase the foundation stability at the
site. Under static conditions, this brjdge and others farther north over
other channels of the Knjk and Matanuska Rivers should perform safelv and
reljably for manv years. Sjmjlarlv, earthquakes of moderate magnjtude should
have little or no effect on these bridges. However, larger magnitude earthquakes---dependinp on their foci locations---are a serious concern for the
integrity of these structures.
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APPENDIX A
Tabulated data for cone-penetration-test soundings at the Knik River bridge,
new Glenn Highwav, Alaska.
Dzta recorded on the following tables include cone resistance, friction
resfstance, friction ratio, and soil-behavior-type predicttons. These val-ues
are disc~lssed in the text.
Table 7 . CPT log for sounding KR-1.
DEPTH

CONE

FT
TSF
-

FRICTION
TSF

RATIO

S O I L B E H A V I O R TYPES

T a b l e 2 (con.)
KR
- C-01
------DEPTH

FT
-

90.0
91.0
91. 0
93.0
94.0
95. 0
Yb. 0
97.0
93.0
97.0
100.0
101.0
102 0
103.0
104 0
10s. 0

106.0
107.0
10s.0
107. 0

carlE FRICTION R A T I O
TSF
TEjF
-

SOIL BEHAVIOR TYPES

Table 3 . CPT 1-og f o r s o u n d i n g KR-2.

DEPTH
F'l

CONE
TSF

FRICTION
TSF

RATIO

SOILBEHAVIORTYPES

S I L T Y SA TO CL.AYEY SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
S I L T Y SAND TO SANDY S 1 L T
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
S I L T Y SAND TO SANDY S I L T
SAND TO S I L T Y SAI'ID
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y GAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y GAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO GAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVEL.LY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVEL-LY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
QRAVELLY SAND TR SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
SAND TO S I L T Y SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
QRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND
GRAVELLY SAND TO SAND

Tah1.e 4 . CPT log f o r s o u n d i n g KR-3.

DEPTH
FT

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
2,. 0
7.0
%. 0
9.0
10.0
11 0
12 0
13.0
1 4 .0
15.G
lb.0
17.0
113 0
19.0
20. 0
21. 0
22,0
e3.0
24 0
25.0
26.0
27.0
23.0
21. 0
30.0
31.0
31. 0
33 0
34.0
35 0
3;. 0
37.0
33.0
39.0
40.0
41.0
42.0
43.0
44.0
45.0
45.0
47.0
45.0
47.0
50.0
51.0
92.0
53.0
54.0
55. 0
Sb. 0
57.0
53.0
59. 0

CONE

-- T S F

FRICTION
TSF

RATIO

SOILBEHAVIORTYPES

T a b l e 5. CPT log for sounding KR-4.

DEPTH

Fl
- -

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5 0
t.0
7.0

a. o

9. 0
10 0
11.0
12. 0
13.0
1 z .0
Id. 0
lb. 0
17 0
13.0
19.0
20.0

21.0
22.0
23. 0
24. 0
25.G
26. 0
27. 0

28.G

s9. 0

do. 0
31 0
32.0
33.0
34.0
35,0
3L. 0
37. 0
39.0
37.0
40.0
41. 0
42. 0

43.0

44 0
45. 0
485 0

47. i)
43.0
4'7. 0
5G. 0

51. 0
52. 0
53.0
54.0
55.G
56. 0
57. 0
58.0
59.0

CONE

TSF

F:RICTION RATIO
TSF

SOIL BEHAVIOR TYPES

APPENDIX B
Equations used for calculations.
B-1

Total vertical stress,
soil increment and

R-2

Pore water pressure,

u

rr

v

2 [ AZ

saturated soil increment and

F-3

Total effective stress, 7 =
v

R-4

Cvclic-stress ratio,
where
and

B-5

av

/ 7

v

Y

W

U

v

=

x

W
=

rwl where A Z

W

=

thickness of

unit weight of water
-

U

0.65 x a
/g x
max

uV/ TI,x rd

/g = 0.30 g
a
max
rd = stress-reduction factor (Seed and Idriss,.1981)

Effective overburden functi.on, CN = 1
where 7
v

B-6

A Z = thickness of

= total unit weight of soil increment

U =

T

r t 1- where

T ~ A Zx

=

=

-

1 . 2 5 log T
v

total effective stress

Modified standard penetration resistance,
N1
where N

= CbT

=

fLe1.d standard penetratj-on resistance, in blows/ft

